
Item no.: 382238

MC-633 - wall mount, max. 27 inch, max. 12 kg, 2 devices

from 119,10 EUR
Item no.: 382238

shipping weight: 4.00 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Maclean MC-633Universal wall workstation with a holder for two monitors and a keyboard, allowing you to work at your computer without using a desk.The holder is made of the
highest quality metal (a combination of steel, die-formed aluminum and plastic).The elements of the holder have been perfectly matched, providing stable and secure support for da
monitors and keyboard. Changing position from sitting to standing provides great comfort at work and optimizes ergonomics.The built-in gas spring allows for smooth height
adjustment, and the included bracket allows the desktop computer to be mounted on the side of a desk or on a wall.Compatible with most monitors available on the marketThe
bracket is designed for mounting LCD, LED and plasma monitors of various brands weighing up to 6 kg and with screen diagonal from 17" to 27".Compatible with monitors of such
brands as Sony, LG, Samsung, Philips, Sharp, Panasonic, Toshiba, Grundig, Pioneer, JVC, Benq, Sanyo, NEC, Hyundai, Hitachi, Iiyama, Aoc, HP or Eizo.We can easily attach the
screen to the mount in VESA standard: 75x75, 100x100Specifications- Adjustable tilt of monitors from +10° to -10°- Color: black- Maximum load: 12 kg (2x 6 kg)- Maximum load of
keyboard holder: 1 kg- Minimum/Maximum horizontal spacing: 75/100 mm- Minimum/Maximum vertical spacing: 75/100 mm- Keyboard holder dimensions: 660x220 mm- Gas
spring- Wall mounting- Organizer- Designed for monitors from 17" to 27"- VESA: 75x75,100x100 mmSet includes- Maclean MC-633 wall mount for two monitors and keyboard-
Computer holder- Mounting accessories- Mounting instructions- Manufacturer's packagingFeatures- Designed for monitors with screen diagonal from 17 to 27"- Maximum load: 12
kg (2x 6 kg)- Adjustable monitor tilt from +10° to -10°- Gas spring provides smooth and quick adjustment- Mounting to the wall- Desktop mount with safety strap to prevent the
computer from falling down- Set is ideal for workshops, factories, machine stands, warehouses, office or home- VESA: 75x75, 100x100 mm
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